THE POWER OF SPORTS
Muslims have been competing since the dawn of the faith. Prophet Muhammad exhorted the faithful to engage in athletics and stay fit, to honor and care for the physical body that God gave us.”
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At the United Nations in Geneva, the University for Peace awards Dr. Al-Issa an honorary doctorate with members of the European Parliament in attendance in recognition of his efforts to combat hatred and promote diplomacy, peace and understanding.

Dr. Al-Issa speaks with President Macky Sall of Senegal via telephone. The President praised the MWL for its efforts in the service of Islam and said he supported the organization in its efforts to represent Muslims globally.

Dr. Al-Issa visits the Cathedral of St. Mary and St. Reparata in the southern French city of Nice to honor the victims of the terrorist attack there in October 2020. He reiterates that terrorism has no place in any religion or tolerant society.
Dr. Al-Issa meets with Mr. António Vitorino, the Director-General of the International Organization for Migration. They discuss ways to consolidate the partnership between the two organizations and explore avenues of cooperation on issues related to immigration.

Dr. Al-Issa is welcomed to the Swiss Federal Assembly by Andreas Aebi, President of the National Council.

Dr. Al-Issa meets with former UK Prime Minister Tony Blair to inaugurate a partnership between the Muslim World League and the Tony Blair Institute for Global Change.
Dr. Al-Issa addresses the opening session of the Gulf Research Center Forum, stating that “Research centers are in need of analysis that is driven by expertise, precision and honesty, something that is lacking in many such centers around the world.”

Dr. Al-Issa meets with Speaker of the Icelandic Parliament Steingrímur Jóhann Sigfússon and other members of parliament at the Althing in the city of Reykjavík. Discussion during the meeting focuses on expanding cultural ties between the East and West.

Dr. Al-Issa meets with Wolfgang Schäuble, President of the Bundestag, at the seat of Parliament in Berlin.
Athletics have long been a vehicle for building understanding among people, whether they are from different places, different backgrounds, different races or different faiths. We marvel at the athletic feats we see at the Olympic Games, and it is easy to forget for a moment that the purpose of the games is not just to promote excellence. From the first modern games more than 100 years ago, the larger purpose has been to create international understanding.

When athletes compete, everything is stripped away except for their sheer ability, ability that has been developed and honed through hard work, dedication and a great deal of sacrifice. Through competition, athletes learn from each other. They respect each other for their talents, and they share the experience of giving up many of the things most of us associate with a normal life in order to be the best at their sport. They all compete every day with the hopes and aspirations of a family, a community, and even a nation weighing on, and still they perform. They have a solidarity among themselves that is born of that common experience.

In this issue we raise the subject of athletics in Islam and athletics among Muslims. We don’t normally associate Islam with sports, largely because we compete as individuals and members of a national team, not as members of a faith. Yet faith often intercedes in athletic competition.

The 1981 film Chariots of Fire told the story of two British athletes in the 1924 Olympics. Eric Liddell was a devout Scottish Christian who ran for the glory of God and passed up an almost certain medal because he refused to race on the Sabbath. The other runner, Harold Abrahams, was an English Jew who ran to overcome prejudice. More recently, the great American pitcher Sandy Koufax refused to start Game 1 of the 1965 World Series for the Los Angeles Dodgers because it fell on Yom Kippur. Worldwide, athletes can be seen praying together or alone for guidance and strength before a match. So faith is forever with us in sports.

We don’t often associate Islam with athletics, but of course, Muslims have been competing since the dawn of the faith. Prophet Muhammad exhorted the faithful to engage in athletics and stay fit, to honor and care for the physical body that God gave us. Athletes from Muslim countries have won a fair share of Olympic medals over the years, but we generally have appreciated them only in terms of the flag they represented and the anthem we heard played as they stood on the medal platform and saw their national flag raised.

Today, athletics—both amateur and professional—are more international than ever. Coupled with that, the Islamic diaspora over the last half-century or more has created more Islamic citizens of traditionally non-Islamic countries than ever before. This has created challenges similar to those faced by Eric Liddell and Sandy Koufax: How can a Muslim athlete remain true to Islamic practice in a non-Islamic environment? What happens when the traditional demands or ceremony of a sport clash with Islamic practice?

The answer is found in three words: understanding, tolerance and accommodation. Athletic teams and organizers have found ways to ensure that Muslim women can compete in modest garb or to adapt schedules, training regimes and meals to the need for fasting during Ramadan. All of this has come as Muslims became more common and better known in Western athletic leagues, and accommodations that once may have seemed unthinkable emerged as making common sense.

The Muslim World League must salute the athletic world as it finds ways to create understanding, empathy and respect in its own way—league by league, community by community, and competition by competition. It appears that we are all in the same game.

- The Editors
Islam and the Muslim world were on full display within the walls of Olympic Stadium during the 2020 Tokyo Olympics Opening Ceremony. The athletic feats of Muslim athletes and the images of excellence continue to inspire people from Muslim countries to strive for the highest level of human achievement in sports.

In honor of this summer’s Olympic Games, The Muslim World League is profiling some of the most prominent Muslim athletes, individuals who have made a mark on global culture while bringing positive change through sports.

Roqaya Al-Gassra

Al-Gassra shattered the glass ceiling as the first Muslim athlete to win an Olympic Medal in a hijab at the 2004 Olympics. She won a gold medal in the 200m sprint and a bronze in the 100m at the 2006 Asian Games in Doha. She has also won medals at the Asian Indoor and Arabian championships and was the flag bearer for Bahrain at the 2008 Olympics. Al-Gassra has already made a huge difference in her country and the region. Since her success, Bahrain has seen scores of girls taking up athletics.
Mo Salah

Football has long influenced culture and been a force for societal change and tolerance. Salah has not simply been a goal-scoring wizard, master playmaker and tireless hard worker for Liverpool, he has been an unexpected sociological meteorite in English football. Exhibiting a persona that warrants as much respect as his footballing talent does; humble, incredibly charitable and a calming presence – Mohamed Salah is a fine ambassador not just for football, but for Islam as well. His arrival in the Premier League could not have come sooner. Salah has been an unexpected uniting force, an unlikely champion of Islam in these challenging times, revolutionizing our perceptions of Islam with his graceful presence.

Ibtihaj Muhammad

Ibtihaj Muhammad is an entrepreneur, activist, speaker, and Olympic medalist in fencing. A 2016 Olympic bronze medalist, 5-time Senior World medalist and World Champion. In 2016, Ibtihaj became the first American woman to compete in the Olympics in a hijab. Muhammad also serves on the council for the U.S. Department of State’s Empowering Women and Girls Through Sport Initiative, which encourages girls across the globe to reach their potential.

Mo Farah

Sir Mo Farah, CBE, is a multiple Olympic, World and European Champion athlete. For many, he is Britain’s greatest-ever athlete, having accumulated 10 global titles including the “double double” of gold medals in the 5,000m and 10,000m runs at both the 2012 and 2016 Olympic Games. He holds numerous European and British Records and has the World Bests for 2 miles indoors (8:03.40) and the One Hour Run 21,330m. Mo lives and trains in South-west London with his wife and their four children and has famously dedicated each of his four Olympic gold medals to his four children. Mo secured his legacy as one of the greatest distance runners of all time at the 2016 Rio Olympics. By winning both the 5,000m and 10,000m gold medals, Mo became just the second athlete to complete the long distance double-double. Mo was knighted in the Queen’s New Year Honors list for services to athletics.

Imran Khan

Imran Khan is regarded as one of the greatest all-around cricketers of all-time. He was a member of Pakistan’s 1992 World Cup championship team and was elected to the International Cricket Council’s (ICC) Hall of Fame, and was ICC Player of the Year three times. He, Khan’s best qualities were his bowling and

Ruqaya Al Ghasara
leadership. One of cricket’s fastest bowlers, he led the Pakistani National Team to its only World Cup championship in 1992. Imran hand-picked that team, including future stars Waqar Younis, Wasim Akram, Inzamam-ul-haq, and Mushtaq Ahmed. After his retirement, Khan started his own political party, the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI).

Zinadine Zidane

Zinedine Zidane is one of the most famous French football players of all time, widely regarded as a master of the fundamentals and techniques of the game. He is known for his excellent control and dribbling skills, his magic ball touch, his focused vision, and his outstanding leadership traits. During his active soccer years, no player could surpass the way he controlled and received the ball. He scored 31 goals in his 108 international outings. Since his retirement, Zidane has actively participated in his beloved game as a manager. In his active years, he was celebrated as the France’s top player. His mastery of football has earned Zidane some coveted awards, including the FIFA World Player of the Year three times and the Ballon D’Or, awarded to the top player in Europe, once.

Muhammad Ali

Muhammad Ali is easily the most prominent Muslim sports figure in recent history and one of the greatest and most famous athletes of all time. Ali burst onto the scene as Cassius Clay, the 1960 Light Heavyweight Olympic Gold Medalist. He turned professional soon afterward, becoming World Heavyweight Champion for the first time in 1964. He won the championship three times and reigned as World Heavyweight Champion for a total of 11 years. Ali’s cultural significance goes far beyond his athletic career. A convert to Muslim, he changed his name and then famously declared himself a conscientious objector and refused to be inducted into the United States Army. He went on to make a transition from a brash boxing champion to a beloved figure worldwide and champion of humanitarian causes. In his last years, he brought attention to the suffering of people with Parkinson’s disease. He was the titular bearer of the Olympic flag at the 2012 London Olympic Games, but he was unable to carry the flag into the stadium, and his wife had to help him stand before it because of his weakened condition due to Parkinson’s. He died in 2016 at the age of 74.
Muslim World League and Tony Blair Institute Agreement Statement

- The agreement between the Muslim World League and Tony Blair Institute for Global Change bridges a huge gap for meeting the challenges facing 1.8 billion young people in today’s world.

- Together, the two organizations are launching a global educational program to train more than 100,000 young people in more than 18 countries.

- They will leverage a network of schools and education partners around the world to train thousands of teachers in dialogue skills.

- The program will build understanding and tolerance between young people and their communities, and break down cultural and religious barriers.
The Muslim World League (MWL) and Tony Blair Institute for Global Change (TBI) are launching a new partnership to provide young people around the world with training in critical thinking and dialogue training needed to thrive in an increasingly interconnected world.

The initiative is designed to bridge a huge gap in skill sets among the 1.8 billion young people globally as they look to advance themselves and their communities. Challenges include traditional ones such as poverty, violence and exclusion, along with newer hurdles like access to information, intercultural dialogue, critical thinking, active listening and global communication.

“As leaders, we must provide the next generation with the tools they need to be good citizens of their societies and valued participants in the global conversations that will define our future,” said Dr. Mohammad Al-Issa, Secretary General of the Muslim World League. “Young people need to learn how to listen and express themselves, to learn and to educate, and to operate with empathy and humanity to shape a better world.”

Over the next three years, the MWL and TBI will work together to deliver a global education program to provide these essential skills to more than 100,000 young people aged 13-17 in more than 18 countries.

In addition, the program will work through networks of schools and education partners around the world to train more than 2,400 teachers in dialogue skills and in how to transfer these capabilities to their students.

The program will contribute to building greater mutual understanding, tolerance and trust between young people and their communities, as well as breaking cultural and religious barriers.

Tony Blair and Dr. Al-Issa discussing the agreement statement.
A broader interfaith and intercultural dialogue forms a pillar of this initiative’s unique approach. It addresses and builds necessary empathy and understanding among young people for those who live differently from them, their families and their communities. Young people will learn to appreciate these differences and embrace diversity.

The tremendous global crisis of the last year makes this special partnership more important poignant than ever. In countries around the world, the pandemic greatly hindered young people’s access to education and limited their opportunities for developing their dialogue skills through regular and multilayered communicative experiences.

As the world rebuilds, it is vital to ensure the ability of young people to communicate effectively so that they can build bridges of understanding and tolerance through an acceptance of difference, and combat the flood of misinformation to which all are regularly exposed.

“As leaders, we must provide the next generation with the tools they need to be good citizens of their societies and valued participants in the global conversations that will define our future.”

- Dr. Mohammad Al-Issa

Tony Blair and Dr. Al-Issa.
Olympics and the Power of Islam

Muslim men and women athletes develop skills and discipline through religious practice that serve them well in athletics. As they win laurels, they also break down negative stereotypes about Islam.

Sport and Religion

What do sport and religion have in common? The two share more parallels than one might think. Although the first pertains to the spheres of life and the other to the sacred, they both bring communities together and share similar values, including dedication, faith, commitment, and sacrifice.

According to Islam, human beings consist of body and spirit, and it is the duty of each Muslim to protect the body and keep it strong and healthy. Sport provides some of the best ways to strengthen the immune system and protect the body from diseases. Therefore, physical activities have been a vital element in Islamic cultures since the beginnings of the religion.

The Olympics originated in ancient Greece, and during the times of the Alexander the Great Empire, the Greek Islands and lands of Asia Minor, which are now the territory of Turkey, began producing a large number of Olympic athletes. One of the most famous of them was Marcus Aurelius Demonstratos Damas, a champion in wrestling and boxing. These and other athletic disciplines were adopted by Islamic culture upon the religion’s flourishing in Asia Minor.
Following Prophet Muhammad

Wrestling and other sport disciplines were well known to Prophet Muhammad, and archery and other sports had an important role in early Islam. Athletic achievements were prestigious, and great athletes were admired and rewarded. In urging his followers to be physically fit, Prophet Muhammad said, “The strong (active) believer is better and more beloved to Allah than the weak believer, while there is good in both.” Prophet Muhammad was an amateur athlete and eagerly practiced himself, engaging in swimming, running and horseback riding. He encouraged others, especially children and their parents, to embrace physical activity.

Double Effort of Muslims at Modern Olympics

Today, Muslim athletes can be counted among the greatest Olympic champions. A strong work ethic, persistence, perfectionism, and peaceful competition are only a few features common for successful athlete and exemplary followers of Islam. Those virtues undoubtedly has helped these athletes climb the Olympic podium. However, Islamic athletes do not only win medals; they also help change negative stereotypes about their culture on a global scale.

In 2016, Time magazine published a story about Muslim Olympic athletes demonstrating a positive image of Islam. The article discussed the case of Somali-British long-distance runner Mo Farah, who fell on the track in the middle of the race. Farah not only got up and rejoined the race but claimed gold. After that, he fell on the ground one more time, but intentionally, to pray. “I normally pray before a race. I read du’aa, think about
how hard I’ve worked and just go for it,” he said after the race.

Another historic moment occurred during the Tokyo Olympics 2020, when Mohamed Sbihi, the gold-medal-winning rower, became the first Muslim athlete to carry the British flag at the opening ceremony.

Probably no one knows more about breaking stereotypes in sports than Muslim women athletes. Contrary to popular belief, sports are allowed to women in Islam. Even Prophet Muhammad’s wife, Aisha, was said to practice running and compete with her husband—and even outplay him. Nevertheless, Muslim women athletes find that they still must face their competitors while at the same time facing down harmful stereotypes.

In 2016, Ibtihaj Muhammad was the first Muslim-American woman to wear a hijab while competing for the United States in the Olympics. She won a bronze in sabre fencing to accompany her two national championships and 25 world medals. However, according to Time, she championed something else—“a cause long-ignored by non-Muslims and Muslims alike: the distinct experience of African-American

She paved the way for other talented and hard-working Muslim women athletes, like the weightlifter Sara Ahmed, representing Egypt in the Olympics in Rio de Janeiro. She won the bronze medal in the 69kg weight class. Having lifted a combined weight of 255kg (562lbs), she was the first Arab woman to win an Olympic medal in this discipline. Her achievement was a voice against the misconception about the hijab being an oppressive tool limiting Muslim women.

Most recently, Tarek Hamdi, won the silver medal for Saudi Arabia during the Men’s Karate Kumite +75kg final at the Tokyo 2020 Olympics. Before Tokyo, Hamdy won first place finishes at four tournaments in the 75 kg category. He shined at the Asian Championship in Indonesia, the World Cup in Croatia, the U23 Asian Championship and the Asian Senior Championships. These exemplary accomplishments got him the title of world most promising karate athlete for the year.

With a thriving sports tradition in Islamic culture, Muslims have pursued excellence in many Olympic disciplines. The rules they follow as professional athletes, together with the values of the believers of Islam, help them strive for excellence. While they also win respect for their culture and religion on the global stage.

“Today, Muslim athletes can be counted among the greatest Olympic champions. A strong work ethic, persistence, perfectionism, and peaceful competition are only a few features common for successful athlete and exemplary followers of Islam.”
During the Tokyo Olympics, Muslims adapted their religious practice by visiting new, inventive mobile mosques for their daily worship. Japan does not have a large population of Muslims, and there are only a reported 105 mosques spread out throughout the country. In fact, there are only an estimated 230,000 Muslims in all of Japan, although the population has roughly doubled in the last ten years and continues to trend upward. The Yasu Project, led by a Japanese firm, has engineered an innovative solution to welcome Muslims to the Olympic Games and foster inter-faith harmony. It supplies mosques on wheels to help make prayer convenient for Muslims visiting Japan from around the world, people who might not otherwise be able to find a suitable place to pray. This is in line with extending the Japanese concept of hospitality, or omotenashi.

The new Mobile Mosque is a modified truck that opens to create a 48-square meter prayer room to allow worshippers to enter, while also featuring Arabic language signs and offering pre-prayer cleansing facilities. The prayer room can accommodate fifty people, and the mobile mosque was set up around venues throughout the Games.
As Muslims from around the world have descended on Japan in the spirit of international competition and engagement, they are coping with an environment foreign to them by making use of this unique solution and meeting their daily prayer schedules despite the unfamiliar surroundings.

The Muslim World League is grateful for our partnership with the Japan Halal Foundation, and finds the Japanese also made great strides to ensure the availability of halal cuisine for visiting Muslims during the Games. Noticing increased tourism from countries such as Indonesia and Malaysia, as well as countries in the Gulf, some guesthouses in Japan are now beginning to provide Qibla indications within the rooms for guest prayer in the direction of Makkah.

The robust participation of Muslim athletes in the Tokyo Olympics will strengthen the longstanding ties between the Muslim world and Japan. In the first recorded reference to Japan in the Muslim world, noted geographer Ibn Khordadbeh, in the Book of Roads and Kingdoms, referenced trade routes between Japan and the Muslim world. In furthering this tradition of longstanding peaceful engagement and commerce between Muslim states and nations around the world, solutions such as the mobile mosque demonstrate an intercultural understanding and a willingness to engage across continents and languages for closer relations between the Japanese and Muslims globally.

Compared to the 2018 Winter Olympics in South Korea, where regrettably the plans to
build designated prayer spaces for Muslims were cancelled, the Olympic Games this year in Tokyo appear to be accommodating visiting Muslims with a warm embrace, which will serve to spur increased tourism and connections between borders.

Muslims also celebrated a reserved Eid al-Adha thousands of miles from home in Tokyo. It’s an occasion normally marked by large family feasts, but Muslims attending the Games made the most of the special occasion by sharing prayers and wishes with their loved ones back home online and adapting to the various pandemic measures in place to ensure everyone’s safety.

Between historic firsts this year such as Egyptian Sarah Gamal refereeing basketball games in the Olympics wearing a hijab, and Japan bringing its spirit of hospitality and creative engineering to welcome Muslims with inventive mosques on wheels, the Tokyo Olympics are set to strengthen bonds across borders between visitors and Japanese, and between Muslims and all People of the Book.

Continuing in this tradition, Muslims are peaceably adapting to the challenges of competing and praying in a foreign country, while integrating with international athletes, hosts, and guests. We are proud the grace shown by our brothers and sisters in balancing their principal prayer responsibilities with participation in such an important global sporting tradition in Japan, where they represented the best of their nations and faith on the international stage.
Breaking one Olympic record is remarkable, but breaking two, and at the exact same time, is legendary. Ibithaj Muhammad achieved this honor at the 2016 Rio Olympics, where she became the first U.S. Olympic athlete to compete wearing a hijab in addition to becoming the first Muslim-American woman to earn a medal.

Muhammad was born in 1985 in New Jersey. Her fencing training began at age 13, when she discovered the sport that allowed her to compete athletically while keeping her body covered to honor her religion. After learning the three fencing disciplines, she settled on the sabre, considered the fastest and most forceful. Muhammad’s career was launched at the Peter Westbrook Foundation, which provides training for underprivileged inner-city youth in New York City. She trained in their Elite Athletic Program under Westbrook, the founder, who is a six-time Olympic medalist.
Olympian and the first Black fencer to win an Olympic medal, in 1984. Muhammed is also a graduate of Duke University, where she earned a dual degree in international relations and African studies with a minor in Arabic—and was a three-time All American.

From 2010 to 2017, Muhammad competed as a member of the United States National Fencing Team, earning five-time Senior World medalist titles and in 2012, being named Muslim Sportswoman of the Year. In addition to her athletic pursuits, Muhammad launched the online boutique Louella with her siblings in 2014 to provide modest but modern fashion for Muslim women. As a socially conscious business owner, Muhammad ensures that all the pieces are made in Los Angeles and New York and that the company only partners with female manufacturers.

In 2016, USA Fencing won the bronze medal in the team sabre competition, earning Muhammad the Olympic medal she deserved. Muhammad and teammates Dagmara Wozniak, Mariel Zagunis and Monica Ak-samit defeated the Italian team 45–30 in the third-place match for the win.

Muhammad’s path to victory as a Black Muslim-American woman at the Olympics wasn’t easy, even after her many awards and accomplishments. In her memoir “Proud: My Fight for an Unlikely American Dream,” Muhammad
describes the micro-aggressions she experienced from her Team USA teammates and coach, Ed Korfanty. She also recounts receiving death threats before she participated in the games that neither the United States Fencing Association nor the United States Olympic Committee took seriously, adding to the pressure of competing in an already intimidating environment. She has been quoted saying that qualifying for the Olympics was the hardest thing she has ever done in her life.

Muhammad has also been open about her struggles with anxiety and the pressure placed on her to compete perfectly. After winning the World Championship in 2014, she began to suffer from performance anxiety and reached out for help from a sports psychologist. She has described fencing as a very individual sport that breeds a hyper-competitive environment.

After the 2016 Olympic Games, Muhammad has continued to serve as a voice for Muslim-American women around the world, from becoming the face for Nike’s first-ever athletic hijab, the Nike Pro Hijab, to the creation of the first hijab-wearing Barbie by Mattel. She has written both a memoir, published in 2018, and a children’s book, The Proudest Blue: A Story of Hijab and Family, which was named a New York Times Best Seller in 2019.

Today, she is a sports ambassador serving on the U.S. Department of State’s Empowering Women and Girls Through Sport Initiative. She has become a symbol for women and girls everywhere—a reminder that records, and sometimes cultural norms, are meant to be broken.

Ibtihaj Muhammad waves with her bronze medal earned in team sabre.
Often in Olympic media coverage, conversation about female Muslim athletes has centered on their clothing rather than their capabilities, in particular when it comes to the hijab as a sign of oppression. At the 2016 Rio Olympics, there were numerous achievements by Muslim women, including those who wear a hijab. The following champions defied stereotypes and served as a reminder that Muslim women are capable competitive athletes. They have become champions and heroes for their nations and all Arab women.

Dalilah Muhammad, USA, Track and Field, GOLD - Dalilah Muhammad of the United States led from start to finish to take the Olympic gold medal in the 400-meter hurdles, becoming the first American woman to win an Olympic gold in the event. She recorded three of the five best times in the world in 2016. Muhammad hails from Queens, New York, and in an interview with news website NY1, her parents Nadirah and Askia Muhammad said their daughter’s Muslim faith, discipline and talent had taken her all the way to Rio.

Majlinda Kelmendi, Kosovo, Judo, GOLD - After turning down a fortune to represent another country, perseverance and hard work paid off for Kelmendi. The 25-year-old at the time won an Olympic gold in judo in the 52-kilogram weight class at the Rio Games, making history as the first athlete from Kosovo to win an Olympic medal.
Aliya Mustafina, Russia, Gymnastics, GOLD, SILVER, BRONZE - The 21-year-old won three medals at the Rio Games: A gold in women’s uneven bars, silver in team all-around and bronze in the individual all-around event. According to BuzzFeed, Mustafina is of Muslim descent through her father, who also won an Olympic medal in Greco-Roman wrestling in the 1976 Olympics in Montreal.

Mariya Stadnik, Azerbaijan, Wrestling, SILVER – At 28, Stadnik won a silver medal in the 48-kilogram weight class for women’s freestyle wrestling in Rio.

Zhazira Zhapparkul, Kazakhstan, Weightlifting, SILVER - In the women’s 69kg final event, 22-year old Zhazira picked up a silver medal. After she won, her father said, “We are ecstatic that she won! She is not only our daughter now, but the daughter of the entire nation.”

Sri Wahyuni Agustiani, Indonesia, Weightlifting, SILVER - Indonesia’s Sri Wahyuni Agustiani, 22, competing in the women’s 48kg weightlifting competition, won a silver medal for her nation.

Ibtihaj Muhammad, USA, Fencing, BRONZE - Ibtihaj Muhammad, at 30, became a...
At the 2016 Rio Olympics, there were numerous achievements by Muslim women, including those who wear a hijab.”

bronze-medalist sabre fencer and the first American woman to compete in a hijab at the Olympic Games. After winning, she told CNN: “What I love about my experience here as a minority member of Team USA is that I’m able to encourage other youth to pursue their dreams, to not let other people dictate their journey for them.”

Sara Ahmed, Egypt, Weightlifting, BRONZE
- Egyptian weightlifter Sara Ahmed said she had blazed a trail for women athletes after becoming the first female from her country to stand on the Olympic podium with weightlifting bronze in her 69-kilogram weight class at Rio. Ahmed is the first Arab woman to win an Olympic weightlifting medal.

Kimia Alizadeh Zenoorin, Iran, Taekwondo, BRONZE
- 18-year-old Kimia Alizadeh became the first Iranian woman to win an Olympic medal when she placed with a bronze medal in the 57-kilogram weight class. “I am so happy for Iranian girls because it is the first medal and I hope at the next Olympics we will get a gold,” she said.

Hedaya Wahba, Egypt, Taekwondo, BRONZE
- The 23-year-old Egyptian won a bronze medal in taekwondo’s 57-kilogram weight class, tying with Alizadeh. Wahba won Egypt’s third medal of the Games, only the second-ever won by an Egyptian woman. By the final day of the Olympics, more Egyptian women than men had won medals in Rio.

Patimat Abakarova, Azerbaijan, Taekwondo, BRONZE
- Abakarova won the bronze medal in the 49-kilogram weight class in taekwondo.

Ines Boubakri, Tunisia, Fencing, BRONZE
- Boubakri became the first woman of an African nation to win an Olympic medal in women’s sabre fencing. She dedicated her bronze medal to all Arab women. After winning, the 27-year-old said, “This medal, it’s historic for Tunisia. It’s incredible. I hope that this will be a message for all Tunisians, especially our youth, all Tunisian women, the Arab woman. A message which says that you must believe that women exist and they have their place in society.”

Marwa Amri, Tunisia, Wrestling, BRONZE
- Marwa Amri, 27, became the first Tunisian woman to win an Olympic medal in wrestling when she won the bronze medal for the 58-kilogram weight class.

Nur Tatar, Turkey, Taekwondo, BRONZE
- Nur Tatar had already won a silver medal in the 2012 London Olympic Games for 57-67 kilogram weight class in taekwondo. The 24-year-old won an Olympic medal again in Rio when she earned bronze in the 67-kilogram weight division.
Whether it’s the Olympics in Ancient Greece or professional football in Europe, sports always inhabit an exalted space in the culture at large. This is to be expected, of course, as the joys and importance of sports and athletics in general are universal.

Islamic culture is no different. Prophet Muhammad exhorted Muslims to practice sports in several hadiths. For example, as narrated by Muslim and Buhkari, Prophet Muhammad said, “Teach your children swimming and archery and tell them to jump on horses.” He did so for several reasons.

First there was the practical consideration centered on the safety of the Muslim people. By ensuring that they practiced these sports, the Muslim people would be more ready when the time came to defend themselves from those who would do them harm. Additionally, Prophet Muhammad placed great emphasis on the health benefits that sports provide. This included both the physical benefits and benefits to a person’s mental wellbeing.

This is emphasized by Prophet in a hadith in which he stated, as narrated by Bukhari, “Your body has a right upon you, your eyes have a right upon you.” Beyond the health benefits associated with sports, there was also a recognition of the leisurely aspect of practicing sports, Prophet Mohammad practiced running with his wife Asiah.

So, whether it’s for practical reasons like maintaining good health or just plain having fun, sports have a prominent place in lives of Muslims and the teachings of Prophet Muhammad.
Ramadan and Sports:
When Elite Athletes Fast

Ramadan is a holiday practiced by Muslims worldwide that takes place during the ninth month of the Islamic calendar. According to Muslim belief, the Ramadan month is when God revealed the Quran, and in observance of that, the Muslims practice fasting. By fasting, they abstain from food, drink, smoking, and intimate relations from sunrise until sundown. At sunset, family and friends gather to break their fasts.

There are exceptions for those who are sick, elderly, pregnant, or otherwise in physical difficulty, but one group of people who aren’t exempt from this are elite athletes. Observing Ramadan can be very tricky for professional athletes, as they constantly need food, water and other nutrients to replenish their bodies. While it may seem difficult for athletes to do so, there are many elite athletes who are able to perform at a high level in their respective sports while also observing the Ramadan fast.

Enes Kanter, who fasted all throughout the 2019 playoffs, grabs a rebound versus the Golden State Warriors in the 2019 Western Conference Finals.
One athlete who has been outspoken about his fasting during Ramadan while performing is basketball legend Hakeem Olajuwon. Olajuwon played for the Houston Rockets and Toronto Raptors, and would fast on game days if Ramadan fell during the season.

In an interview with Marc J Spears of The Undefeated, Olajuwon said, “As for fasting, it is a spiritual mindset that gives you the stamina required to play. Through Allah’s mercy, I always felt stronger and more energetic during Ramadan.” Fasting during game days wasn’t something Olajuwon always did. Before the 1993 NBA season, he said to reporters, “I cannot do it on game days. So what I have to do is make up for the days I miss after the season.” Eventually, however, he found that fasting on game days actually helped him. With less food in his body, he said, he would experience less back pain.

He also mentioned that as a result of fasting, he would avoid ordering room service before games on the road, and so he felt lighter and more energetic after a small snack to break the fast before tipoff for night games. That Olajuwon felt better was evident in his performance as well.

One game that stands out was on February 2, 1995 against the Utah Jazz. The Jazz were a great team as well, and this game was the day after Olajuwon’s first game-day fast. He scored...
41 points and led the Rockets to a win. The way Olajuwon fasted on game day fasting and held to the Ramadan observances was inspiring to other athletes as well. One NBA player who was inspired by Olajuwon was Enes Kanter, who plays for the Portland Trail Blazers.

Enes Kanter’s story about fasting during the 2019 NBA playoffs quickly made waves throughout the NBA media and was highly commended. Ramadan fell between May 5 and June 3, 2019, which was right in the middle of the NBA playoffs. The Trail Blazers that year made a deep run in the playoffs, and Kanter was a key player on that team. In an opinion article he wrote for The Washington Post, he discussed some of the challenges of fasting during the playoffs, including exhausting training sessions and physical therapy sessions for his shoulder. For Kanter, it was easier for him because he had teammates who were also observing Ramadan.

Teammates Rondae Hollis-Jefferson and Jusuf Nurkic were also observing Ramadan and fasting along with Enes. Having teammates who were also fasting was a great help for Enes. “I think just having players like (Nurkic), having players like Rondae, it’s like one of your buddies fasting with you,” he said, “And I feel like it makes it easier because obviously they know your religion, they know your culture.” In order to help him navigate the fast, Kanter stressed the importance of staying hydrated and getting proper rest.

Olajuwon and Kanter are two of many Muslim athletes who practiced fasting while performing their sport. Husain Abdullah is a former safety for the Kansas City Chiefs and Minnesota Vikings who also fasted during the season. He said in an interview with Buzzfeed News, “While I was playing in the NFL, I had to adjust my diet, workouts, and sleep schedule. It took a lot of preparation, but Allah guided me through.”

Tarik Elrich is a soccer player in Australia who plays for Adelaide football club. He has been fasting and playing soccer since he was in grade school. To navigate his fast, he gets up early so he can hydrate and eat plenty of dates. Hajra Khan is the captain of Pakistan women’s team and the first Pakistani female player to play professional soccer abroad. While match days are difficult, she developed “personal coping strategies over time to avoid letting physical exhaustion become detrimental to her game.”

As for fasting, it is a spiritual mindset that gives you the stamina required to play. Through Allah’s mercy, I always felt stronger and more energetic during Ramadan.”

- Hakeem Olajuwon

Overall, these athletes, along with countless others, were able to perform at a high level in their sport while also making the same commitment to fasting during Ramadan. It seems difficult at first, but these athletes were able to get used to it quickly and showed that Ramadan is more than just fasting. It is a way to get in touch with your spiritual side.
The experiences of Muslim athletes are unique, to say the least. In the past, Muslim athletes were often targets of negative stereotypes and discrimination when performing their sport. We have seen at all levels, from high school to college, professional and international. One athlete who suffered from negative stereotyping was Bilqis Abdul-Qaadir, a female basketball player for Indiana State University. She was a great player who broke many scoring records but was prohibited from wearing a hijab, ostensibly out of fear of injury to other players. That same reason was given to many other athletes in prohibiting the wearing of a hijab while competing. This often put these athletes in the difficult position of choosing between their sport and their faith.

Change, however, has come and is growing. Leagues in many different sports, at all levels, are becoming more tolerant of athletes wearing a hijab during competition and more willing to accommodate Muslim practices generally.

In 2017, the International Basketball Federation reversed a ban on hijabs and other head coverings. In addition, the practice has led to a sense of normalization. As more Muslim women athletes compete in hijabs, the hijab has become more accepted. What once seemed out of place to non-Muslim spectators and athletes is now barely noticed, and more and more non-Muslim athletes are tolerant and even supportive of their fellow athletes wearing the hijab. Evidence of this was clear in a women’s soccer game in 2019, when an athlete in a hijab was surrounded by the opposing team so she could adjust her hijab on the field.

The Power of Sports

Treatment of Muslim Athletes:

Good, Bad, and everything in between

Ibtihaj Muhammad, the first American to compete with a Hijab, celebrates her Bronze Medal at the 2016 Olympics in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil.
The culture surrounding European football, and more specifically British football, has historically been one of religious incomprehension. For many Western fans and top-tier teams, religion plays no real role in football, but this attitude presents obstacles for Muslim athletes, including the need to play through Ramadan fasts, avoid the alcoholic culture surrounding the sport, and finding areas to pray properly.

Islam is the second-largest and fastest-growing religion in the UK, with 250 players in the top four leagues of British football, some of whom are among the best in the Premier League, so religious accommodations have been in order for Muslim players. Stars like Paul Pogba, Mohamed Salah, N’Golo Kante and Sadio Mane spend their careers in the spotlight on the top teams in the world, yet still run into difficulties due to their faith. This is exactly what CEO of Nujum Sports Ebadur Rahman is trying to address with his company’s July 2021 “Charter for Muslim Athletes.”

Nujum Sports has been supporting British Muslim athletes since its inception in 2020. Once Rahman began getting calls from clubs that were trying to support their own Muslim athletes more effectively, he realized that these
clubs had a difficult time finding places to seek guidance. Nujum Sports started by educating clubs on ways to properly accommodate the Muslim faith. They have also individually supported Muslim footballers by sending over 200 Ramadan gift baskets, including ZamZam water and halal food, to Muslim players across the UK during their first year.

The July 2021 Charter is the next step in Nujum’s overarching goal “to promote a culture of educational excellence for the Muslim athletes, from within a caring and secure Islamic environment enriched with the values of discipline, mutual care and respect which extends beyond and in to the wider community.” Rahman points to incidents such as Paul Pogba’s asking to have a beer bottle removed from his press conference table as prime examples of the need for deeper education in the sport.

The charter proposes a 10-point process of religious inclusion for football’s Muslim athletes to every club that signs on. This includes the non-consumption of alcohol in team-sponsored settings, the availability of prayer areas at both the stadium as well as the training facilities for players, the provision of halal food, permitting the players to visit mosques on Fridays when not in competition, and allowing the athletes to fast during the holy month of Ramadan. The charter also calls for prayer spaces, halal food, and alcohol-free zones in the stadiums and other public football areas.

So far, the charter has received nothing but support, a trajectory Nujum hopes to maintain as it speaks with representatives of more athletic programs. Currently, five Premier League teams and 15 second-division English Championship League teams have signed up for Nujum’s supportive plan for Muslim athletes. The charter has even reached Swedish Football’s sixth division and is being proposed to the England and Wales Cricket Board, where they expect to receive a warm welcome. As each

Mohamed Salah is pictured here celebrating on the pitch. Salah is one of the premier Muslim athletes in the world.
week passes, more and more teams pledge their support for the charter.

The Muslim Athletes Charter has already found tangible success with steps being put in place for the winners of the FA Cup and League Cup (Carabao Cup) to be presented with non-alcoholic champagne following the final in accordance with Islamic principles. Additionally, Muslim players are recognizing the support coming from the charter as their clubs take bigger steps to accommodate the practices of their faith. West Ham midfielder Hawa Cissoko had felt loved by her club before but now feels stronger and more empowered. “Now I have a community that supports me. I don’t feel alone,” she said.

It is not enough for clubs to care about their Muslim athletes. They need to empower them and help bring about widespread religious understanding. Sports are a powerful tool for bringing people together who may not see eye to eye off the field, but share a love for the game and depend on each other on the field. Nujum’s charter is an early step on this long path.

Hijab Start-up for Sports

Finding the proper modest sportswear has been a huge obstacle for Muslim women competing in sports. Many young Muslim women have been dissuaded from trying a sport due to the lack of culturally appropriate clothing options. One group that is trying to empower women around the globe to compete in more sports is ASIYA. This start-up brand took flight out of the University of Minnesota, where Somali-American Fatimah Hussein and her friend saw the lack of breathable modest sportswear available for Muslim athletes and decided to take action. ASIYA offers a variety of modest products for every sport imaginable. From modest basketball jerseys to swim hijabs, ASIYA gives Muslim women the tools to participate effectively and faithfully in any sport.

Hussein also saw that female Muslim athletes often lack financial support from a young age. In response, ASIYA offers shoppers the ability to sponsor a young Muslim girl and help her get started on her athletic journey.

Sports are for everyone, and ASIYA is making it their goal to give everyone a chance to play. The company’s motto is, “By Muslim Females for Muslim Females, everywhere.” With continued innovation and a growing number of female Muslim entrepreneurs, the gender obstacles facing Muslim women are becoming less challenging to overcome.

Asiya is driving a new generation of female Muslim athletes.
Malaysia has bestowed upon Sheikh Dr. Muhammad bin Abdulkarim Al-Issa, the Secretary General of the Muslim World League (MWL), the most prestigious award granted to Muslim scholars in the world.

Dr. Al-Issa was granted the Prophet’s Hijra (Migration) Award as the most influential international Islamic figure across the world in recognition of his efforts in highlighting the true image of Islam, its noble principles and values and its great humanitarian message to the entire world. Dr. Al-Issa’s influential contributions played a key role in promoting harmony between followers of religions and cultures and spreading global peace.

The honoring ceremony took place during the large traditional celebration of the Islamic New Hijri Year in the presence Malaysian Prime Minister Mr. Muhyiddin Yassin, members of the government and representatives of Muslim and non-Muslim states in Malaysia.

Malaysia Grants Dr. Al-Issa the Highest Award
MWL Calls on Afghan Parties to Ensure Safety of All

Makkah - MWL

The Muslim World League (MWL) has called upon all parties to protect people and property and ensure the safety and security of everyone, including expatriates living there whether they want to stay or leave, noting that it has been closely following up the latest developments in Afghanistan.

The Secretary General of the Muslim World League Sheikh Dr. Muhammad bin Abdulkarim Al-Issa said he is hopeful that the situation in Afghanistan would stabilize soon, and all the Afghan people would unite for the sake of their homeland.

Al-Issa noted, “The MWL supports and stands by the Afghan people, their choices and the right to lead a decent life based on faith and brotherhood, which includes everyone without exception. This should be achieved through a religious and national awareness without classification, exclusion, division and imposition of opinions from one said. Afghanistan is an integrated part of the Islamic World and the whole world.”

The MWL Secretary General made this statement on behalf of the Mufti and scholars of the Islamic nation and members of the academies, councils, international bodies and the Supreme Committee of the Makkah Al-Mukarramah Document (Makkah Charter), who fall under the MWL umbrella.

The wise people of Afghanistan, Al-Issa stressed, should put the supreme interests of Afghanistan over any other considerations in order to bring full harmony within the country, the Islamic World and the whole world.

“Afghanistan should act as a modern state that respects legitimate rights and freedoms as well as the Charter of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and the Makkah Al-Mukarramah Document, which was signed by the muftis and scholars of the Islamic nation and approved by the Islamic countries. This Document respects the international charters and norms,” Al-Issa added.

Everyone, Al-Issa said, should learn from the lessons of ancient and modern history. Allah Almighty has universal ways that should be respected, besides, Islam is tolerant and has united everyone and safeguarded their rights and freedoms. Islam has legal rules agreed upon by the scholars of the Islamic nation and one of the rules is weighing good and evil, balancing the consequences and preventing all chances that lead to sedition because it is difficult to end a sedition once it has been instigated.

Al-Issa prayed to Allah Almighty to protect Afghanistan and its people and grant it security, stability and prosperity.
President of the Republic of North Macedonia thanked Dr. Al-Issa for promoting values of tolerance and coexistence around the globe

Dr. Al-Issa Meets Speaker of Parliament and Gives a Lecture at the Islamic Sheikhdom

Skopje - MWL

President of the Republic of North Macedonia Dr. Stevo Bendarovksy received at the Presidential Palace of Villa Vodno Sheikh Dr. Muhammad bin Abdulkarim Al-Issa, Secretary General of the Muslim World League (MWL), who recently visited the capital Skopje in response to an invitation from the President.

During the meeting, the President expressed his deep appreciation to Dr. Al-Issa for the important and influential role he plays in promoting the values of tolerance and coexistence around the globe. The President stressed that European countries consider Dr. Al-Issa the most influential and acceptable Islamic figure because of the moderate approach of his global discourse and actions on the ground and for building bridges of understanding, friendship and cooperation among peoples of the world.

Dr. Al-Issa expressed his appreciation for the invitation he received from the President of North Macedonia, pointing out that the MWL is keen on building bridges between nations in order to enhance global peace and harmony of its national societies through religious, human and cultural commonalities.

The Speaker of the Parliament of North Macedonia Dr. Talat Shaveri received Dr. Al-Issa at the Par-
The two sides discussed ways to enhance joint action in the presence of heads of parliamentary committees and senior Macedonian officials.

The MWL Secretary General visited the Islamic Sheikhdom in North Macedonia and met with the Chief Scholar, Sheikh Hafiz Shakir Effendi, in the presence of muftis and scholars. Fields of bilateral cooperation were explored after which Dr. Al-Issa gave a lecture on Allah’s way on the nature of human diversity according to Islamic concepts. The lecture was attended by sheikhs, scholars and senior professors of Islamic culture. The Sheikhdom decided to translate the lecture into all the languages of the Balkan countries.

Also, the Skopje Cathedral welcomed Dr. Al-Issa’s visit and described it as important. During his visit to the Cathedral, Dr. Al-Issa explained that Macedonia is a distinguished model of coexistence. He met members of the Governmental Committee for Relations with Sects and Religious Groups at its headquarters in Skopje, where a number of important issues were discussed with the Committee’s director, advisors, senior government officials and advisors.
MWL and UNHCR Sign an Agreement to Support Child Protection in Nigeria

Geneva - MWL

The Muslim World League (MWL) and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) have concluded a grant agreement to support the activities of the UNHCR Child Protection Interventions project in northeastern Nigeria, where more than 2.1 million men, women and children have been internally displaced since the outbreak of the crisis in 2009. The number of displaced people from Adamawa, Borno and Yobe states amount to 1.9 million displaced people.
The agreement stressed that this figure highlights the fact that the crisis continues and severely affects children separated from their real parents or caregivers, as hundreds find themselves responsible for supporting others, a matter which increases their exposure to abuse and exploitation that has been exacerbated by the Coronavirus pandemic.

The MWL and UNHCR expressed their conviction of the important joint cooperation to achieve their shared goals of providing protection and support to refugees and other relevant persons, who fall under the mandate of UNHCR, and to seek lasting solutions to their hardship.

The agreement will contribute to saving myriad children who had to flee their homes and families. Some of the children have suffered or witnessed violence, in addition to the possible risk of abuse, neglect, violence, exploitation, trafficking or military recruitment, due to living in an unfamiliar part of their country, especially in light of the absence of specialized child protection services by actors in the humanitarian aid field and most importantly, the limited capacities of the relevant ministries in Nigeria, which hinder the effective response to protect children.

The agreement focuses on providing active interventions to protect children at risk of human trafficking or its victims, especially girls. It also supports the activities of relevant government agencies to improve child protection services. It will train the community on child protection and rights, organize inter-school competitions on child protection and rights in light of the Coronavirus pandemic, let alone facilitate the adoption of the safe school concept for children as an extra support. Entertainment and fun tools will be provided to support child-friendly activities in three safe and integrated spaces for women and girls while material support will be provided for unaccompanied minors (clothing, bedding, shoes, etc.).

The agreement’s programs are expected to contribute to increasing the capacity of duty-bearers to prevent and respond to cases of abuse, exploitation and violence against children, by holding meetings and dialogues for community participation with cultural, religious and community leaders on child protection. There will be training officials to confront and protect child trafficking, and organizing radio talk shows to educate the local community about the dangers of child trafficking or their disappearance, as well as training school teachers on child protection and rights.

The agreement contributes to saving myriad children subjected to violence, exploitation, trafficking or military recruitment and integrated spaces for women and girls while material support will be provided for unaccompanied minors (clothing, bedding, shoes, etc.).

The agreement focuses on holding meetings and dialogues with cultural, religious and community leaders on child protection.
The Muslim World League (MWL) recently hosted in Makkah City a historic forum that brought together all key and influential Iraqi religious references. A large number of important Iraqi scholars sat at the same table for the first time, thanks to the efforts of the MWL Secretary General and Chairman of the Association of Muslim Scholars Sheikh Dr. Muhammad bin Abdulkarim Al-Issa, who invited them to emphasize the importance of unity in terms of words and position on rejecting sectarian, hate and clash rhetoric.
The participants issued a closing statement expressing their thanks and gratitude to the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, and His Highness the Crown Prince, His Royal Highness Prince Muhammad bin Salman Abdulaziz Al Saud for their distinguished efforts and sponsorship of initiatives to promote peaceful coexistence and civilized dialogue and for confronting extremism and violence globally and in Iraq in particular. The participants also expressed their thanks and gratitude to Dr. Al-Issa for this generous initiative which has been appreciated and commended by all Iraqi references.

The closing statement stressed the necessity of activating the Makkah Al-Mukarramah Declaration, opening channels of constructive dialogue and positive communication between scholars to address emerging issues and renewed crises. They called upon this forum to be the first to adopt these channels and disseminate the common values brought by Islamic Shari’ah and promote the spirit of tolerance, peaceful coexistence, mutual respect and moderation, and reject extremism and exaggeration.

Moreover, the participants stressed that the priority in religious and media discourse is to emphasize the word of monotheism and unity of word, preserving the identity of the homeland, keenness on building it, rejecting terrorism and condemning violence in all its forms, in addition to paying attention to the jurisprudence of peace to contribute to building a righteous society based on coexistence and community peace.

They called for the rationalization of religious fatwas in order to achieve the purposes of legislation in preserving the five necessities, whether at the individual or community level, in a way that preserves Islamic and human commonalities.

The statement recommended the establishment of a commission for cultural communication between sects and religions that make up Islamic societies and a joint coordinating committee that brings together the Iraqi references and the Muslim World League. The committee will follow up the initiatives resulting from this forum and activate any upcoming initiatives as well as coordinate among them the events and activities that follow to achieve its set goals.

In his opening speech to the forum, Dr. Al-Issa reiterated: “There is nothing between Sunnis and Shiites but fraternal understanding and optimal coexistence, and cooperation and integration in the context of sincere love, while accommodating the sectarian specificity of each of them within the circle of their religion. There is nothing but what crossed the minds of the abhorrent sectarianism that is rejected thanks to Allah by everyone, which is a curse to itself before to others. It is important to alert others that it is nothing more than a group of intruders to the values of religion and the homeland, that refrained from hearing the truth and so it went astray, especially those who had fallen into the maze of takfir, clash and conflict.”

His Excellency added, “In this pure space at the uniting qiblah in Makkah Al-Mukarramah, the brothers of the religion, the brothers of the mission, values and goals meet. They come from a dear country, whose glory is rooted, and whose history is eternal in the chapters of history. They are eminent scholars who serve as a reference that is worthy of appreciation and respect by all.”

Dr. Al-Issa addressed senior Iraqi scholars and religious references, saying: “Yes, every knowledge and thought that unites and does not separate, that brings harmony and does not alienate, is celebrated and appreciated. You’re worthy of it. These harmonious souls met with their firm knowledge and understanding only in awe with the pure holy site that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has been honored to serve. The Kingdom has been honored to make endeavors for the good of Islam and Muslims and the entire humanity, so may Allah Almighty reward the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, and His Highness the Crown Prince, Prince Muhammad bin Salman, for these efforts and grant them success and guidance.”

The Secretary General praised the strenuous steps taken by the Iraqi government in the prosperity and
elevation of the great edifice of Iraq, reinforcing the comprehensive concept of national identity in the Iraqi conscience. He stressed that identity is fixed and firm and unchanged, but deviation from moderation and tolerance is a clear mistake in approach, often leading to misguidance that goes far beyond its narrow circle and its limited threat to hijack every emotion devoid of consciousness.

His Excellency Dr. Pashtwan Sadiq Abdullah, Minister of Endowments and Religious Affairs in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, emphasized that the Iraqi Kurdistan government has spared no effort in building the new, progressive, federal Iraq, and has contributed to writing the constitution that guarantees the rights of everyone in Iraq.

He pointed out that Kurdistan was and still is a safe haven for all because of the decent life it enjoys, in addition to the peaceful coexistence and respect for all the rights of religions and sects. Dr. Abdullah added, “There is no doubt that holding such events and forums in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia contributes to the peace-building process,” stressing that this prominent role has a positive fruit in unifying the Iraqi ranks.

He praised the efforts made by Dr. Al-Issa in bringing all sects and references closer together, consolidating the values of brotherhood and rejecting hatred.

His Eminence Sheikh Ahmad Hassan Al-Taha, Senior Scholar of the Iraqi Fiqh Council, stressed that the legal texts confirm that community peace is a legal duty.

“We are all required to enter it, and it is the path to salvation in this life and the Hereafter. Allah Almighty created man and made him a successive authority on earth, and He held him responsible for its reconstruction. There is no reconstruction without a safe environment, in which a person’s religion, himself, his money and his honor are secure. Hence, the wise should stay away from everything that disturbs peace and security and destabilizes peace. We should all stand together in the face of those who seek to intimidate peoples, endanger their security, and fuel...
violence and extremism,” Sheikh Al-Taha noted.

He continued, “Therefore, the Islamic Shari’ah came with objectives aimed at achieving the interests of the peoples and warding off evils from them, and took into account the preservation of the necessities of human life, represented by the preservation of religion, soul, reason, money and honor. Perhaps the highest purpose in which all these universal purposes are organized is peace. Perhaps the most powerful right that controls all partial rights is the right to live in safety.”

Accordingly, Sheikh Al-Taha noted, the Shari’ah in its provisions has worked to strengthen community peace that is directly related to the realization of these goals and the preservation of these necessities and expressed them in a message that “unites us, and does not separate us”.

“The conflicts that our countries and our regional surroundings are witnessing are captive to internal motives based on the absence of wisdom in rooting, the lack of rationalization in religious discourse, and the loss of the principle of respecting the praiseworthy difference of diversity that guarantees freedoms and rights.”

He stressed that Iraq today needs more than before the unity of word and ranks, cooperation in righteousness and piety, and prioritizing public interests, in order to advance the country, restore its bright past, and turn over the pages of its painful present.

The Senior Scholar of the Iraqi Fiqh Council commended the efforts of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, under the leadership of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, may Allah protect him, in promoting regional and international peace and combating extremism. The best evidence of this, he said, was the Makkah Declaration which aims to stop the bloodshed in our wounded Iraq, asking Allah Almighty to grant the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, King Salman, the government and the people all the best, prosperity and progress.

He also valued the efforts of the Muslim World League in bringing Muslims closer together and cooperating with them in overcoming crises.

Dr. Al-Issa: There is nothing between Sunnis and Shiites except fraternal understanding, cooperation and integration

His Eminence Mohammad Ali Mohammad Ali Bahr Al-Uloom, Supervisor of the Teachers Institute for Graduate Studies, who spoke on behalf of the Shiite references, wished that this meeting would make even “a small achievement in the building of our history, our nation and our society.” He said: “We bear the Iraqis’ concern, this concern that resides in everyone’s heart. This is the concern that bears us the responsibility to end and address it.”

He highlighted that one of the most beautiful expressions in which the Islamic nation was described is that it is a moderate nation as in the Holy Qur’an, adding that “moderation requires effort, behavior, work, and boldness in taking moderate positions, and if the difference is a fact, its path is determined by the Holy Qur’an for the moderate nation, which means distinction, expansion and openness to others.”

He underscored that the responsibility of religious scholars is to seek to establish rights and mutual respect, explaining that sectarian and ethnic pluralism in our society needs social and behavioral treatments based on peaceful coexistence between individuals and not on the basis of prioritizing interests.”

In the same context, His Excellency Dr. Haider Hassan Jalil Al-Shammari, Head of the Shiite Endowment Diwan, noted, “Islamic scholars are eager for your responsible initiatives and they affirm their ability to achieve the programs and implement the goals you announce.”

He added, “The people of Sunnis Islam are ourselves, as His Eminence Al-Sistani said, and thus we can thwart every attempt to drive a wedge of discord between Muslims,” stressing that the Muslim - from
the Sunnis and Shiites - is the one who testifies that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah and with this testimony, they protect themselves."

As for His Excellency Dr. Saad Hamid Kambash, Head of the Sunni Endowment Diwan, he said, “It is our pleasure to accept at the invitation of the Muslim World League, which was keen on unity of ranks and unity of word to consolidate Islamic brotherhood, especially in Iraq.”

He added, “We do not forget the efforts of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, led by the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques and his Crown Prince to serve the Islamic world in general and the Iraqi people in particular.”

Sheikh Dr. Abdullah Saeed Waisi, Head of the Union of Scholars of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, explained that Iraq was famous for being the country of civilizations, science and scholars, the country that taught humanity reading, writing, agriculture and industry.

He said: “Your brothers in Kurdistan were the first to do everything good despite the national, religious and sectarian diversity, until it became an example to be followed at all levels,” explaining that the efforts of religious institutions in the region focused on consolidating the principle of communication and cooperation among all in Iraq on the basis of community service and the interests of its people.

He added, “In this blessed forum held in this blessed place, we look forward to making efforts to extend bridges of love and solidarity to serve Islam and Muslims.”

At the end of the forum, Dr. Al-Issa was honored by the Iraqi religious references for his initiative of calling for holding this forum and his efforts to bring sects and references closer, and to consolidate the values of brotherhood and renounce hatred.
Three years ago, Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman authorized an ambitious project to restore more than 130 historic mosques throughout the Kingdom. Now Saudis are beginning to reap the benefits of historic preservation that will bring tourism and national pride in reviving the past.
Refurbishing the venues came on the heels of the Commission for Tourism and National Heritage identifying about 1,300 historic mosques throughout the country. As the project got underway, Sultan Al-Saleh, the Saudi Heritage Preservation Society director, told local media that “historical mosques of Saudi Arabia date to different periods of time, including the early period of Prophet Muhammad more than 1,400 years ago.”

The project, focusing on preserving historic construction methods and original architecture, has been met with considerable success as the project includes Saudi Arabia’s most important mosques, including the Qiblatain and Jomaa’ mosques built by the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). The government earmarked mosques built between 2010 and 1960 for restoration.

The broader scope of the project centers on the Kingdom’s efforts to boost tourism. That means providing tourists with a broad range of venues to visit. Tourist venues range from refurbishing and developing coastal areas to state-of-the-art museums. One such museum venue is the 80,000-square-meter Hejaz Railway Station and Tabuk Museum with 13 refurbished structures, including one that features an early 20th-century locomotive.

Such projects will boost the local economy, particularly in smaller communities and villages.

Renovation experts were particularly sensitive to how mosques were designed and constructed in specific regions of Saudi Arabia. Clay was used to construct mosques in Hail, Qassim, and the Riyadh regions. Horizontally cut stones and mud were used in Asir. Perhaps the most recognizable design, an enduring element of Saudi Arabian architecture, was used in the Hejaz region with intricate wooden bay windows. Common among houses, this iconic piece of Saudi architectural history is part of the makeup of coastal mosques. In Taif and extending to Jizan are mosques using the Tuhami design. Builders in the Sarawat Mountains used the mountain region’s resources with stone.

These varying styles required refurbishment experts to make the distinction from one region to another and use building materials specific to the region as builders did centuries ago.

Technique in construction was also similar to methods from the past. At Al-Ula, restoration of Al-Zawiyah and Hamad bin Yunus mosques featured tamarisk wood joists layered with palm leaves branches and palm leaves matting, all which were sourced locally. Restorers also applied mud plaster by hand in the same fashion of workers of the past. Present day refurbishers applied the mud by throwing it by hand against the wall while the structure was shaded to prevent premature drying. Once the mud was applied, it was flattened with wooden tools.

“These two mosques were once vital to their community, and we look forward to them bringing people together once more,” Dr. Abdulrahman Al-Suhaibani, an archaeology consultant for the Royal Commission for Al-Ula, said in a statement.

A nod to the present were efforts to expand the size of some mosques to accommodate more worshippers. For example, the Mansaf Mosque in the Zulfi area was enlarged to accommodate 150 worshippers from the original capacity of about 90. Other upgrades include disabled access, air conditioning, female prayer rooms, acoustical improvements and increased lighting.

Yet the upgrades do not impact the refurbish-
ment process to bring back features found only in historic mosques. The “Khalwah,” for example, is an underground prayer area to protect worshippers from inclement weather. Some mosques have special reception areas. Wells adjacent to mosques are also a common feature. Such features were restored to original specifications.

The first phase of the refurbishments focused on 30 mosques with a budget of about SR 50 million.

Many mosques hold academic interests for researchers and archeologists. According to the Saudi Press Agency, one such mosque, Jarir Al-Bajali Mosque in the Taif area, was established during the time of Jarir bin Abdullah Al-Bajali, the Prophet’s companion.

The Sheikh Abu Bakr Mosque, built in the early 18th century in the Al-Ahsa governorate, has attracted the attention of academics.

Among the mosques restored or targeted for restoration are the Al-Twain Mosque in Riyadh; Al-Saderah Mosque in Taif; Al-Habeish Mosque in Al-Hafouf; Al-Nassab Mosque in Abha; Al-Ajlan Mosque in Buraidah; the Old Mosque in Oqlat Alsqoor in Qassim; Al-Malad Heritage Village Mosque in Mald, Baha, Taboot Mosque on Farasan Island; Al-Rahjebeen Mosque in Jouf; and Al-Haditha Mosque in Jouf.
Wahiduddin Khan: The Advocate of Interfaith Dialogue and Social Justice

By K.M Alavudheen Hudawi Puthanazhi

Wahiduddin Khan, a prolific author, an erudite scholar, one of the globally renowned Indian Muslim intellectual, peace activist and the founder of Islamic Center in New Delhi breathed his last on 10th Ramadan 1442 AH at the age of 96, leaving behind a huge intellectual legacy of over 200 books on Islam, prophetic wisdom, coexistence in a multi-ethnic society, Islam’s relations with modernity, secularism and women’s rights, originally written in or translated into Arabic, Urdu, English and many other languages as well. The book ‘Al-Islam Yatahadda’ (Islam Challenges, considered as a standard work on Islam in modern thought) is the most famous book written by him, having led into many discussions on its first publication.

The writings of Wahiduddin Khan were remarkable for his strong position in confronting the currents of
violent extremism and he was considered an iconic figure in this regard. ‘Risala’, the magazine he published in the mid-seventies was designated for this purpose, supporting his views on the spirit of peace preached by Islam, social responsibility of Muslims, acceptance of others and promotion of positive thought and action in the society.

Wahiduddin Khan was known for his erudition and wide reading. As he said in many interviews, used to read hundreds of pages on a particular topic before he wrote one page on it. For writing his book on Marxism ‘Al Markisiyya fi al Meezan’ (Marxism in the Balance) he read over ten thousand pages from the primary and basic resources on it. In order to confront the atheistic schools of thought, he went through all the writings of Bertrand Russell who is considered the greatest author in atheistic thought in the modern era.

Wahiduddin Khan was born in 1925 in the city of Azamgarh, Uttar Pradesh, in India and was educated in one of Islamic seminaries. To begin with, he joined the coalition committee of the Jama’ate Islami, India and worked with it for a few years. Then he spent three years at the ‘Majmah Al Fiqh Al Islami’ affiliated to Nad’watul Ulema, Lucknow. After that, he held the position of editor-in-chief of the ‘Al Jamhiyya weekly’ at Delhi for a period of seven years from 1967. In October 1976 he published, for the first time, the magazine ‘Risala’, independently and without being affiliated to any of the bodies or authorities. This magazine has been published until now.

In 1992, when the Indian society faced a state of severe religious division due to the crisis triggered in the wake of the demolition of the Babri masjid, he felt the necessity of convincing people of the need to restore peace and harmony for moving ahead in the path of development and progress. For that cause, he embarked on a peace march through Maharashtra with the leaders of the Hindu sects, travelled all over India calling for meetings that bring together religious leaders in the country in order to spread peace, love and harmony and he worked to prepare students to be ambassadors of peace inside and outside India as well.

Dr. Muhammad Emara says about him: “Wahiduddin Khan invited the attention to the contribution of Islam to the modern European renaissance, when it dropped priesthood, theocracy and the rule by divine right and opened to modern Europe the doors of liberal democracy, and when it presented the principle of conquering the nature by man, as an alternative to the sanctification of nature. It opened before the European mind the doors of empirical science, which was forbidden and criminalized by ecclesiastical priesthood based on its claim that the world is unclean, and it is not permissible to experiment in it! Just as the Greek speculative mind was above it because - like manual labor - it belongs to slaves!”

Emara also said about him: “He devoted his whole life to the Islamic preaching, and specialized in establishing scientific evidence of religious faith. He crystallized a new knowledge of theology appropriate to the age of science, free from the controversy of the ancient Islamic sects, and free from imitation of ancient Greek philosophy, and his extensive scientific culture helped him to present unique and unprecedented works in this field, and the first of his intellectual works in the year 1950 was his book on ‘Ala Babi Qarn Al Jadeed’ (The door of a new century)”. Since Wahiduddin Khan did not belong to any religious institution, organization, party or group, he remained unknown in the Islamic world, and the books he authored were not made use of as they deserved. These books clearly reflect the thought of the era and the ability to compete with schools of contemporary thought in a practical and analytical way, while the style that most of the writers used is the structural, emotional and literary
Wahiduddin Khan used to read hundreds of pages on a particular topic before he wrote one page on it. His works are believed to transform the tide of violence and blind political conflict into constructive positive action.

style. It is undeniable that the name and fame of the writers, authors and intellectuals rely mostly on the group, party or religious institutions they are affiliated with, but in the case of Wahiduddin Khan, he never made such an affiliation.

The writer of these lines feels the great merit of this thinker, not only through the plentiful texts that support his cause, but more than that, his acquiring, through Wahiduddin’s writings, the correct method of thinking, and this is very important, at a time full of deviant concepts of Islam with extremism and terrorism, or the intellectual fluidity that exaggerates the essence of religion, and perhaps the crisis of many workers for Islam in its essence does not go beyond the scope of this analysis, which is the loss of the compass and the lack of a correct approach to thinking. I can confidently say that the writings and books of Wahiduddin Khan are capable of providing a solution to this centuries old crisis, by transforming the tide of violence and blind political conflict into constructive positive action.

Perhaps many of the Arabic readers know Wahiduddin Khan because of his famous book (Islam Challenges), but he hasn’t gained the deserved popularity in the intellectual arena of the Arab world due to the delay in translating his works into Arabic. We look forward to this task being carried out by reputed publishing houses, translating and presenting these works that combine simplicity and depth and suit different tastes, to the readers beyond borders.

Zafar al-Islam Khan has undertaken part of this task and has translated nearly 40 of his books into Arabic: The Book of Islam Challenges, Religion Against Science, Palestine and the Divine Warning, The Messenger of Peace, the Teachings of the Prophet Muhammad, Jihad and Peace and Community Relations in Islam, The Ideology of Peace, and Our Present and Future In the light of Islam, the issue of the Islamic resurrection, the wisdom of religion, the Qur’anic human being, the explanation of the lamp, the diaries of India and Pakistan, the renewal of religion, Islam and the modern era.

Some of his significant books in Arabic are yet to be translated into other languages: Muhammad is the Messenger of the Revolution, The emergence of Islam, and the book of God is great, in addition to his interpretation of the Qur’an and other works that exceed fifty books.